"Towards Hardware Cybersecurity"

Abstract: Designers use third-party intellectual property (IP) cores and outsource various steps in their integrated circuit (IC) design and manufacturing flow. As a result, security vulnerabilities have been emerging, forcing IC designers and end users to re-evaluate their trust in ICs. If an attacker gets hold of an unprotected IC, attacks such as reverse engineering the IC and piracy are possible. Similarly, if an attacker gets hold of an unprotected design, insertion of malicious circuits in the design, and IP piracy are possible.

In this talk I will describe three design for trust techniques that we developed to thwart these and similar attacks: IC camouflaging, logic encryption, and split manufacturing. IC camouflaging modifies the layout of certain gates in the IC to deceive attackers into obtaining an incorrect net list, thereby, preventing reverse engineering by a malicious user. Split manufacturing splits the layout and manufactures different metal layers in two separate foundries to prevent reverse engineering and piracy by a malicious foundry. Logic encryption implements a built-in locking mechanism in ICs to prevent reverse engineering and IP piracy by a malicious foundry and user.

I will conclude the presentation by highlighting why hardware security and trust are important objectives from the economics, security, and safety perspectives and present the vision of this emerging area of hardware cybersecurity.
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